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Crossword Puzzles Dover Childrens Activity Books
This entertaining collection of original word puzzles is brimming with games for elementary-school-age youngsters. Thirty-eight fun-filled activities feature such traditional favorites such as crosswords and search-a-word games as well as innovative puzzles incorporating homophones (words that sound alike), connect-the-letters, words that are spelled backwards, words that rhyme and much more.
Thirty large, colorable illustrations introduce youngsters to the concept of rhyming by focusing on the improbable activities of familiar animals. Captions such as "The frog jumps over the log" and "Cook's pot is very hot" accompany each charming picture in an easily affordable book that will appeal to children, parents, teachers, and other adults.
The most popular hobby in the world, stamp collecting has millions of fans in the United States alone. Many are adults who have turned a childhood interest in philately into a pleasurable (and often profitable) lifetime avocation. This volume has everything needed to start a personal stamp collection: Entries for nearly 200 countries; Spaces for more than 2,600 stamps; Over 1,100 black-and-white illustrations of stamps; Easy-to-use Stamp Identifier Table and Index. Clear instructions for using the album and the Stamp Identifier Table are included, along with many useful hints and tips on building a collection. An
entertaining, inexpensive way to learn about faraway people and places, stamp collecting brings a sense of excitement and adventure with each new acquisition. This book offers would-be collectors that ticket to discovery.
Dozens of intriguing puzzles pose and answer interesting questions based on world history, geography, popular culture, and many other subjects. Alphabet and number codes, picture puzzles, and more, suitable for ages 8–11. Solutions.
Characters from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass populate these 88 intriguing puzzles. Mathematician Raymond Smullyan re-creates the spirit of Lewis Carroll's writings in puzzles involving word play, logic and metalogic, and philosophical paradoxes. Challenges range from easy to difficult and include solutions, plus 60 charming illustrations. "An ingenious book." — Boston Globe.
U.S.A. Secret Code Puzzles for Kids
Perplexing Puzzles and Tantalizing Teasers
Riddles, Riddles, Riddles
Crossword Puzzles
Sports Search-a-Word Puzzles

Crosswords - Kids love them! It's the best way to learn new words, spellings and train the brain to think! 'Crosswords Book for Kids' is a fun activity workbook packed with 50 picture crossword puzzles ideal for children in preschool and kindergarten. Solving these crosswords is challenging, engaging and so much fun. Preschoolers and kindergarteners can look at the picture clues and write down words by using the letters given. For kids in Grade 1, this will be a great vocabulary builder. These crossword worksheets can also be used for homeschool and classroom use. Kids can have hours of fun completing
the puzzle activity book.Solving crosswords not only develops thinking, reasoning and language skills, but also keep young learners engaged and entertained. In this workbook, kids will practice vocabulary related to categories of birds, animals, objects, fruits and much more! They will enjoy more and more as they keep solving! Through fun crossword games and activities, kids will create a strong foundation of early language skills. It will certainly help them in the future! Let your child explore the world of crosswords now! It will be a great companion for kids in Kindergarten and Grade 1 who have just
learnt to write and spell. It will help reinforce spellings of common objects. It will also boost their thinking and problem solving skills. Kids will love to take their pencils and solve each puzzle with the help of the picture clues. The crossword puzzle book is ideal for kids of ages 4 years to 6 years. But even 5 years and 7 years kids will love solving these picture crossword puzzles. It is brought to you by Kidlo.com
An ideal way to introduce the teachings of the Old Testament to children, this puzzle book features 35 crosswords, mazes, word searches, hidden pictures, and other activities that educate as they entertain!
Ideal book for helping youngsters enlarge their vocabulary and sharpen spelling skills while having fun. 24 easy-to-work puzzles accompanied by pictures to color and helpful hints for identifying objects in "my room," "in winter," and other familiar scenes. Solutions at end.
Enjoyable, effective learning aid invites English-speaking children to find 250 Spanish words hidden in 24 different puzzle grids. Book will also help Spanish-speaking youngsters develop spelling and word identification skills. Words in each grid share a common theme: fruits (limón/lemon), flowers (margarita/daisy), clothing (camisa/shirt), and so on.
When is a car not a car? When it turns into a driveway. Why was the math book so sad? It had too many problems. 61 zany teeth-gritters. Amusing illustrations by Larry Daste.
SPARK Amazing Animals! Word Search
A Carrollian Tale for Children Under Eighty
The Ultimate Hidden Picture Puzzle Book
Spanish Search-A-Word Picture Puzzles
My First Crossword Puzzle Book

Hundreds of riddles, charades, puzzles, and word games will keep readers of all ages chuckling for hours. The book is graced with charming illustrations, and answers appear directly after the riddles.
Forty puzzles provide a flutter of entertainment and include mazes, connect-the-dots, crossword puzzles, coloring pages, color-by-numbers, hidden picture scenes, word codes, and more. Kids will learn to identify various butterflies and moths, discover the difference between a proboscis and a palp, and find out about the life cycle of these winged beauties
The newest Game On! book features over 100 full-color U.S.A. themed puzzles and includes fun and challenging brain games: crosswords, scrambles, math challenges, mazes, and more. Hours of entertainment is in store for boys and girls ages 8 to 12. Solutions included.
Crossword PuzzlesCourier Corporation
Blast off for adventure! Kids will have fun with these out-of-this-world activities that range from word searches and mazes to connect the dots and other puzzles! They can find a pathway through the stars, solve cosmic crosswords, spot the differences between space robots, and more. Solutions appear at the end, and the playful drawings are great for coloring, too.
The Magical Unicorn Activity Book
Easy Picture Crosswords for Young Children
Mind-Boggling Word Puzzles
The Ultimate Maze Book
Revised Edition
Crossword puzzles encourage students in grades three through six to recall facts provided in informational passages on each of the fifty United States.
Twenty-two entertaining picture puzzles that tell jokes, stories, riddles, and more by combining words, objects, and letters. Solutions.
Twenty-five charmingly illustrated puzzles, each with pictures of 4 different subjects — toy, animal, storybook characters. Helpful hints show where to write in correct letters. Numbered pictures correspond to numbers on first square of word to be spelled. Some squares filled in. Solutions.
Each of these 35 word searches, secret codes, mazes, hidden pictures, and other puzzles features a caption with fascinating facts about butterflies, beetles, boll weevils, grasshoppers, fleas, and other insects. Solutions.
Young sports fans will love finding hidden sports-related words in 50 themed puzzle grids: baseball, basketball, football, soccer, swimming, track and field, cycling, skateboarding, volleyball, and many more. Not only will the book help improve spelling, vocabulary, and word recognition skills, it will increase knowledge about almost every athletic activity. Solutions.
Animal Word Puzzles Coloring Book
Quick Crossword Puzzles
Rebus Word and Picture Puzzles
Game On! Awesome Activities for Clever Kids
Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! Activity Book

Thirty fun-filled puzzles focus on a wide range of subjects: animals, body parts, cards, food, Christmas, and much more. For older children and adults.
This book is filled with simple picture crossword puzzles for young kids. These fun & simple crossword puzzles will help guide your children to learn how to spell in a fun and playful way. Your kids will find these fun picture crossword puzzles entertaining as they sharpen your kids' word / spelling skills. Each of the crossword puzzles has a different theme including subjects such as food, animals, outer space, insects, transportation, emojis, nature, farm-life, the beach, art, and many more. Each page has adorable pictures to guide your children to guess what the correct word and
spelling is. And after the crossword puzzles are done, your kids can use the pages as a coloring book. I suggest this crossword puzzle book for kids aged 6, 7, 8, and 9 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grades).
Combines two previously published works, resulting in ninety-three brain-teasing puzzles, riddles, and questions with an emphasis on humor.
What animal doesn't play fair? The Cheetah. What's worse than finding a worm in an apple? Finding half a worm. Hundreds of zany rib-ticklers to challenge puzzler lovers of all ages, with subjects ranging from animals, plants and fruits, to people, love and courtship, and eating and drinking. Hours of entertainment!
30 easy-to-work puzzles, each with spaces for four or five words that form a theme - types of transportation, fruit, animals, birds, numbers, flowers, musical instruments, and so on. Each crossword contains large, colorable pictures that provide hints to correct words. Solutions included.
Easy Crossword Puzzles
Magical Mermaids Activity Book
Crossword Puzzles for Kids : the Ultimate Picture Crosswords Book for Kids Ages 4-6 Years
Engaging Reproducible Nonfiction Passages About Each State With Fun Crosswords That Help Build Reading Comprehension and Teach Fascinating Facts about
Bible Fun Activity Book
Young puzzle fans who like the challenge of identifying the differences between similar pictures will enjoy this little activity book. Children are asked to spot differences in 27 sets of brain teasers, among them 2 pictures of a dog and his friend and backyard scenes of fluttering butterflies.
Offers a collection of math tricks using the magic of numbers in which the marvelous Professor Picanumba can seemingly predict random events in dozens of numerical exercises, along with answers at the end
Bursting with brightly colored illustrations, this fun-filled book is packed with more than 100 puzzles for children ages 8 to 12. Includes mazes, matching and word games, secret codes, logic challenges, and so much more. Solutions are included.
Designed to entertain as well as strengthen cognitive and verbal skills, these 84 word games also introduce young puzzle solvers to a variety of fascinating animals. Included here are crossword puzzles, match-the-name-with-the-animal, fill-in-the-blanks, search-a-word, and other fun-filled pastimes. 176 b&w illustrations.
This delightful stencil collection of six different animals offers youngsters unlimited trips to the zoo! Sharply outlined, precut stencils depicting a tiger, lion, elephant, monkey, giraffe, and polar bear will captivate children and provide hours of creative fun at home or in school. Use the stencils again and again to draw pictures with crayons, colored pencils, and watercolors; to decorate favorite belongings; to make figures for your very own cutout menagerie, and much more.
50 Great States Read & Solve Crossword Puzzles
What's Different?
Surefire Tricks to Amaze Your Friends
The Kids' Book of Crosswords 1
Butterfly Activity Book

A treasury of 25 six-word crossword puzzles helps children build their basic Spanish vocabularies. Fun-to-color pictures of each word, alphabetical list of Spanish words, English translations, solutions.
A famous puzzlemeister presents 103 perplexing brainteasers, anagrams, and rebus and logic puzzles. There are clues — and humor — in the 69 whimsical illustrations, plus solutions for anyone who gets stumped.
Thirty entertaining, challenging mazes: 3-D constructions, directional arrows, designated stops, and more. From easy "No Brainers" to "Full Brain Overload," which might take hours to solve. Includes "hints section."
Twenty-four delightfully drawn tableaux with ingeniously concealed objects: a near-sighted giant's mislaid glasses; tools belonging to an absent-minded tree-house builder; many other items.
24 charming puzzles, each with three words hidden in a matrix of letters, and illustrations corresponding to the words. Ideal for building spelling and word-recognition skills. Solutions.
Fun with Zoo Animals Stencils
The World's Worst Jokes
Little Search-A-Word Puzzle Book
Alice in Puzzle-land
Easy Search-a-Word Puzzles
Twenty-sixnbsp;double-page puzzles invite youngsters to figure out names of pictured objects — kite, doll, bear, ball, more — and then locate each word on search-a-word grid. One to 4 letters of target words are given as hints. And when the search is over, the coloring fun begins.
From the creators of the hugely popular Kids' Book of Wordsearches 1, this new addition to the series has over 150 crossword puzzles to complete. Addictive, fun and conveniently compact, this book of crosswords will provide hours of entertainment.
This fun book is packed with puzzles and activities related to everyone's favourite animal - the unicorn! Featuring puzzles such as guiding the unicorns through the fairy kingdom, spotting the differences in the cloud castle, learning to draw your own beautiful unicorn, finding the mermaids swimming in the sunshine sea, and much much more, it's perfect for fans of unicorns, fairies, mermaids, rainbows and all other magical things. Ideal for
children aged 7+.
These 42 word search challenges range all over the animal kingdom for plenty of puzzle fun. Themes include regional habitats, from the Arctic to Australia; creatures that burrow and those that employ camouflage; animals with horns; and herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores. Includes complete solutions. Features perforated pages for easy removal and display plus a bonus "Draw Your Own" page. Amazing Animals! Word Search and other
Spark titles offer a wide variety of engaging activities that will foster creativity in children ages 6 to 10.
Kids can count Marilyn Mermaid's fish friends, pick out the set of triplets among a group of mermaids, and solve other puzzles filled with whimsical pictures of these mythical sea creatures. More than 30 activities include mazes, word puzzles, secret codes, spot-the-differences, hidden pictures, and more. The cheerful pictures are great for coloring, too. Solutions included.
Outer Space Fun! Activity Book
An Activity Book Which Will Provide Hours of Fun for Classroom and Homeschool
Worldwide Secret Code Puzzles for Kids
Rhyming Words
Kids love secret codes, and this book offers dozens of intriguing challenges with insights into U.S. history, geography, pop culture, and a host of other subjects. Suitable for ages 8 to 12, the 36 puzzles reveal fun facts, from the extent of the Appalachian Trail to what Paul Revere really said on his midnight ride. Solutions included.
A First Stamp Album for Beginners
Fun with Word Puzzles
Easy Spanish Crossword Puzzles
Game On! USA
Crossword Puzzles for Kids : Easy Picture Crosswords for Young Kids
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